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Ultra-Fast Stabilizing Model Predictive Control via
Canonical Piecewise Affine Approximations
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Abstract—This paper investigates the use of canonical piecewise
affine (PWA) functions for approximation and fast implementa-
tion of linear MPC controllers. The control law is approximated
in an optimal way over a regular simplicial partition of a given
set of states of interest. The stability properties of the resulting
closed-loop system are analyzed by constructing a suitable PWA
Lyapunov function. The main advantage of the proposed approach
to the implementation of MPC controllers is that the resulting sta-
bilizing approximate MPC controller can be implemented on chip
with sampling times in the order of tens of nanoseconds.

Index Terms—Hardware synthesis, model predictive control
(MPC), piecewise affine (PWA) approximations.

I. INTRODUCTION

M ODEL predictive control (MPC) is an increasingly pop-
ular technique in industry for feedback control of multi-

variable systems subject to constraints on manipulated and con-
trolled variables [1]. In MPC, the desired performance is spec-
ified by selecting the value of a set of weights on states and
inputs, as in classical linear quadratic regulation, and comple-
mented with constraint specifications on system variables, such
as input saturations and desired ranges for state and output vari-
ables. Performance is repeatedly optimized under constraints at
each sampling time of the controller, by solving a finite-horizon
open-loop optimal control problem. This is based on a given dy-
namical model of the process under control by taking the current
(measured or estimated) state as the initial state of the problem.
The first sample of the resulting optimal sequence of future con-
trol moves is applied to the process, and at the next time step a
new optimal control problem is solved again, starting from the
new state vector. For this reason MPC is also referred to as “re-
ceding-horizon” control.
To overcome the aforementioned computational issues, ex-

plicitMPC techniques were developed during the last ten years
to preprocess the MPC control law off line and convert it into a
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piecewise affine (PWA) law. In this way, online operations re-
duce to the evaluation of a lookup table of linear control gains.
We refer the reader to [2] for a recent survey on explicit MPC.
Although successfully applied in several practical appli-

cations, especially to automotive systems [3] and power
converters [4], explicit MPC tends to generate a large set
of controller gains. The number of gains depends roughly
exponentially on the number of constraints included in the
MPC optimization problem. Explicit MPC is usually applied in
fast-sampling problems with sampling time in the order of 1–50
ms and of relatively small size (say 1–2 manipulated inputs,
5–10 parameters). The main reason for the excessive number
of regions in the explicit MPC law is usually due to the desire
of the designer of solving the multiparametric programming
problem exactly. On the other hand, trying to solve exactly an
optimization problem in which the cost function is usually the
result of a rough trial and error weight-tuning procedure is often
an unjustified approach. To simplify the complexity of explicit
MPC controllers, approximate explicit MPC techniques were
addressed recently [2], [5]–[11]. By sacrificing the optimality
of the control action with respect to the selected performance
index to a tolerable level, approximate explicit MPC simplifies
the control law, so that sampling frequencies can be pushed
up considerably. For example, in [12] the authors showed that
explicit MPC solutions can be implemented in an application
specific integrated circuit (ASIC) with about 20 000 gates,
leading to computation times in the order of 1 s. Field-pro-
grammable gate array (FPGA) implementations of explicit
MPC with sampling frequencies up to 2.5 MHz were reported
recently in [13].
An alternative route to synthesize approximate explicit MPC

controllers is to treat theMPC control law as a generic nonlinear
function and use general purpose offline function approximation
techniques. Ideas in this direction were pursued in [14] using ar-
tificial neural networks and in [15] using set-membership identi-
fication. One of the main drawbacks of function approximation
approaches is the difficulty in proving the stabilization proper-
ties of the synthesized controller.
In this paper, we adopt a special class of basis functions,

the canonical piecewise-affine (PWA) functions described in
[16]–[18], to approximate a given linear MPC controller and
impose constraints in the approximation procedure so as to
be able to analyze closed-loop stability properties using PWA
Lyapunov functions. The choice of canonical PWA functions
has both a theoretical and a technological motivation. On the
theoretical side, the closed-loop system under approximate
explicit MPC belongs to the class of discrete-time PWA dy-
namical systems, and here we propose a procedure based on the
synthesis of PWA Lyapunov functions and linear programming
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to analyze its stability properties. On the technological side,
PWA functions expressed as linear combinations of canonical
PWA functions have a direct circuit implementation on chip
[19], [20], which allows an extremely fast computation of the
control law, as we show in this paper.
Summing up, the approximated controller can be obtained 1)

by calculating the exact explicit MPC and 2) by approximating
the exact solution using canonical PWA functions. Even if this
approach brings to a fast implementation of explicit MPC, its
main drawback is the memory occupation: indeed, the number
of coefficients needed to represent the approximated solution
grows exponentially with the number of dimensions of the state
space. Nevertheless, the number of coefficients can be easily
tuned by the control designer in order to meet a tradeoff between
controller complexity and performance. We point out that the
calculation of the exact explicit MPC is not required if only
input constraints are considered.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we formu-

late the linear MPC law to be approximated using the canonical
PWA functions, described in Section III. Section IV describes
the procedure for approximating the MPC law, whose closed-
loop stability properties are analyzed in Section V. Simulation
and circuit implementation results are reported in Section VI.

A. Notation

All vectors are intended as column vectors. The symbol de-
notes transposition, the identity matrix, a vector of all ones,
et similia denote component-wise inequalities, and (et sim-

ilia) positive semi-definiteness. Given a matrix (a vector ),
denotes the th row of and denotes the th entry

of ( the th element of ). Given a set , denotes
its interior and its boundary. Given a box , is
the space of bounded functions defined over , the space
of Lebesgue square integrable functions ,
and the space of piecewise affine functions defined
over a polyhedral partition of .
is the space of continuous functions over . We denote by
the exact (optimal) MPC control signal and by its subop-
timal PWA approximation. The operators and de-
note the Euclidean norm, the 1-norm, the infinity
norm. Given a set and a scalar , denotes the set

. Given a finite set of vectors
, denotes their convex

hull .

II. MODEL PREDICTIVE CONTROLLER

Consider a MPC algorithm based 1) on the linear discrete-
time prediction model

(1)

of the open-loop process, in which is the state vector
at sampling time and is the vector of manipulated
variables, and 2) on the solution of the finite-time optimal con-
trol problem

(2a)

(2b)

(2c)

(2d)

(2e)

(2f)

(2g)

where is the prediction horizon, is the control horizon,
is the vector of variables

to be optimized, , ,
are weight matrices of appropriate dimensions defining the

performance index, is a slack variable relaxing the constraints,
and is a (large) weight penalizing constraint violations.
In (2d)–(2f), , , and , , , are matrices of
appropriate dimensions defining constraints on input variables,
and on input and state variables, respectively. We also assume
that , i.e., that the constraint set of defined by (2d)
contains in its interior, and similarly that . A
typical instance of (2d) are saturation constraints ,

, . In (2f), vector
defines the degree of softening of the mixed input/

state constraints. Similarly, constraints (2e) are softened through
.1 In (2c), is a terminal gain defining the remaining

control moves after the expiration of the control horizon ;
for instance , or is the linear quadratic regulator gain
associated with matrices and , and is the corresponding
Riccati matrix.
By substituting , (2) can

be recast as the quadratic programming (QP) problem

(3a)

(3b)

where is
the optimal solution, and , , , , are ma-
trices of appropriate dimensions [21]–[23]. Note that is not
needed to compute , it only affects the optimal value
of (3a).
The MPC control law is

(4)

corresponding to solving the QP problem (3) at each time , ap-
plying the first move to the process, discarding
the remaining optimal moves, and repeating the procedure again
at time for the next state . A few extensions of the
MPC setup (2) are reported in [24].
One of the drawbacks of the MPC law (4) is the need to solve

the QP problem (3) online, which has traditionally labeled MPC
as a technology for slow processes.
To get rid of online QP, an alternative approach to evaluate

the MPC law (4) was proposed in [21]. Rather than solving the
QP problem (3) on line for the current vector , the idea is to
solve (3) off line for all vectors within a given range and make
the dependence of on explicit. The key idea is to treat (3) as

1To guarantee that problem (2) is feasible for all , we avoid that
, have zero components, which would define hard constraints.
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a multiparametric quadratic programming problem, where
is the vector of parameters. It turns out that
is a piecewise affine and continuous function, and consequently
the MPC controller defined by (4) can be represented explicitly
as

if
if

...
...

if

(5)

where , ; and are matrices and vec-
tors, respectively, of appropriate dimensions; is the number
of polyhedral regions ,
defining the domain partition. is the region corresponding
to the unconstrained solution of (3),
where and . Note that ,

imply that .
Once in the form (5), the evaluation of the MPC controller

(4) can be carried out by a very simple piece of control code. As
mentioned in the introduction, experiments on the implemen-
tation of explicit MPC on FPGA and application specific inte-
grated circuits (ASIC) with sampling times around 1 s have
been recently reported in [12], [25]. Although they are both
based on the binary search tree proposed in [26], the design
strategies proposed in [12] and [25] are different. In [25], the
controller approximation is obtained through a bottom-up ap-
proach, which is more suitable for FPGA implementation: the
building blocks that compose the circuit are directly defined at
low level, thus keeping the design simple and saving area occu-
pancy. The solution proposed in [12] implements instead multi-
variate PWA functions for control purposes and is designed for
VLSI implementation using a top-down method by describing
its behavior in the C language and by optimizing the specific
circuit architecture through the C-to-silicon compiler.
In this paper, we aim at pushing the sampling time in the

nanoseconds range by adopting a special class of PWA approxi-
mating functions, described in the next section, that have a direct
implementation counterpart on electronic circuits.

III. PWA SIMPLICIAL FUNCTIONS

We consider a compact domain that admits a polyhe-
dral partition. In other terms, , where
are (possibly non-closed) polytopes such that ,

, . A (possibly discontinuous) PWA
vector function is defined as

(6)

If function is continuous, one can always define the regions
of the partition as closed polyhedra

as in (5) by only requesting that , as no ambi-
guity in the definition of would arise on possibly overlapping
boundaries of different sets , .
Equation (6) defines PWA functions defined over that have

a general structure and, indeed, it can express every function,
even discontinuous, that belongs to the function space .

A generic PWA function belongs to both and to .
For modeling and circuit implementation reasons we restrict our
attention to the subclass of continuous & regular PWA func-
tions, i.e., functions defined over a regular partition of the do-
main into a set of simplices having the same shape, and as-
sume that

, i.e., is a box (hyper-rectangle). The elements of
this class, called PWA Simplicial (PWAS) functions, can be for-
mally defined by introducing a simplicial partition of the domain
and a set of basis functions.
In the following, we define PWAS functions starting from the

basic notion of simplex and simplicial partitions.

A. Domain Partition and Basis Functions Definition

Definition 1: Given a set of vectors
in common position, a simplex in is their convex

combination

Vectors are called the vertices of .
A simplex can also be represented by the hyperplanes
that define its boundary, i.e., by a set of inequalities:

. As shown in [27],
matrices , are defined directly by the inequalities

(7)

that are a minimal system of linear inequalities representing .
In this work, we exploit both vertex and hyperplane representa-
tions of .
The box is partitioned into simplices as follows. Every di-

mensional component of is divided into
subintervals of length , .

Consequently, the domain is divided into hyper-rectan-
gles and contains vertices , collected into
the set . Each rectangle is further partitioned into simplices
with non-overlapping interiors and thus contains

simplices , such that and ,
. The resulting partition is called simplicial

partition or type-1 triangulation and is univocally identified by
the vector . The corresponding class of con-
tinuous functions that are affine over each simplex constitutes
an -dimensional linear space

[16]. Therefore, it is possible to define dif-
ferent bases, made up of linearly independent functions be-
longing to . By choosing some (arbitrary) ordering
of the functions of any of these bases, we can regard them as
an -length vector, say . Then a scalar PWAS function

is defined as a linear combination of the basis
functions as follows:

(8)

Vector determines uniquely for each
given .
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Fig. 1. The -basis for a uniformly partitioned two-dimensional domain, with
and (then ).

A PWAS vector function is defined by the
weights

...
...

...
...

. . .
...

Different types of basis functions can be defined; in this work
we refer to the so-called -basis [17]. Fig. 1 shows the functions
of the -basis defined over a uniformly-partitioned two-dimen-
sional domain. See [18] and [28] for other basis functions. The
th function is a PWAS hyper-pyramid (a pyramid if ),
which takes the value 1 at and 0 at all the other vertices. In
other words, every element of the basis is affine over each sim-
plex and satisfies the condition

if
if

This definition implies an important property: when the -basis
is used, the coefficients are the values of the PWAS function
at the vertices of the simplicial partition, . This fact
establishes a one-to-one correspondence between each vertex
and a coefficient .

B. Circuit Implementations of PWAS Functions

PWAS functions can be implemented in a circuit by using
linear interpolators. In fact, the value of a PWAS function can
be obtained, for any -dimensional input vector, by linearly in-
terpolating only the values assumed by the function at the
vertices that define the simplex the input vector belongs to

(9)

As a consequence, the circuit realization of a PWAS function
contains three functional elements:
1) a memory where the weights are stored;

2) a block that, for any given point , a) solves the point lo-
cation problem, i.e., finds the simplex such that ,
and b) computes the coefficients (this step requires a
sorting algorithm);

3) a block performing the weighted sum (9).
The algorithm usually adopted to locate the simplex is based
on Kuhn’s lemmas [29]–[31] and is optimal with respect to the
number of inputs [32]. This algorithm exploits the regularity of
the simplicial partition; thus, it is very simple, compared to other
methods used to solve the point location problem.
By implementing this algorithm on a digital circuit, it turns

up that the latency, i.e., the time required to evaluate the func-
tion, depends linearly on the number of dimensions of the state
space and on the number of bits used to code the input vectors.
We remark that the latency is independent of the number of di-
visions that define the simplicial partition. Some examples
of digital circuit solutions for fast piecewise-linear interpolation
can be found in [19] and [33]–[35].

IV. PWAS APPROXIMATIONS OF MPC

In this section, we discuss some metrics and optimization
techniques to find PWAS approximations of MPC in and

.
As shown in [19], circuits implementing PWAS functions are

faster and simpler than those realizing general PWA functions.
Thus, we want to find a PWAS control vector function

that approximates the optimal control ful-
filling the constraints (3b) (and thus also constraints (2b), (2d),
(2e), and (2f)). In other words, must be a feasible con-
trol input. We assume that the simplicial partition (i.e., vector
and vertex set ) is fixed, and look for a (vector) function

as close as possible to according to two
alternative functionals, whose minimization leads to an approx-
imation of in or in . Depending on the chosen
functional, we show in this section that the coefficients that
define can be found by solving a QP or an LP problem.
Lemma 1: Let be the set of vertices of the partition of the

domain of a given PWA scalar function .
Then

In other words, a maximum of is always attained at one of the
vertices in .

Proof: The proof is a simple consequence of the linearity of
the PWA function inside each polytope of its partition. Suppose
that the maximum of lies in the th polytope . Since is
affine over , its maximum lies on one of the vertices of ,
which is in turn a vertex of the set of vertices of the domain
partition.2

The following corollary of Lemma 1 will be used in the
sequel.
Corollary 1: For a given PWA function ,

, if and only if , , where is
the set of vertices of the partition.

2The maximum may not be unique in general, but at least one of the vertices
is always a maximizer.
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Fig. 2. Mixed partition of a two-dimensional domain. Dashed lines: irregular
partition. Solid lines: simplicial partition. Black dots: vertices of the
simplicial partition. Black squares: vertices of the irregular partition.
Gray triangles: vertices .

A. Constraints on the Approximate Controller: Feasibility

In order to obtain an approximate MPC control law en-
forcing the inequality constraints in (2), we need to define some
constraints on the weights . We distinguish two cases: A) only
input constraints (2d) are present, B) constraints (2e) and/or (2f)
are also present.
In case A), feasibility of is simply enforced by imposing

(10)

In this case the explicit MPC control law (5) is not required to
determine a set of coefficients satisfying (3b). Case B) re-
quires instead that the exact explicit MPC control law and its
associated (possibly non-regular) PWA partition is available, in
order to impose constraints on that enforce (2e) and/or (2f).
Let be the set of vertices of the PWApartition defining .We
call mixed partition the partition (i.e., all the non-empty poly-
topes) of a given domain induced by the facets of both sim-
plicial and irregular partitions ( and ). A
mixed partition is composed by convex polytopes and is com-
pletely defined by the sets of vertices , , and , the latter
being the set of vertices resulting from the intersections of the
hyperplanes of the simplicial and irregular partitions and not be-
longing to and . Fig. 2 shows a two-dimensional example
of mixed partition.
By remembering that

, constraints (3b) in general involve all the controls from instant
to . Since only is applied to

system (1)—the other controls and are discarded— is the
only function we need to approximate and store. We define the
following matrices and vectors:
• is the matrix collecting the first columns of [see
(3b)];

• collects the columns of related to ;
• is the column of related to the slack variable for
soft constraints, since ;

• is the vector of dis-
carded future control inputs.

Any null row in must be discarded, together with the corre-
sponding rows in , , , as they do not involve . We
denote by , , , , the reduced matrices.
Using the definitions above we have

i.e.,

which defines the constraints fulfilled by . Since must be
feasible too, the same set of constraints is considered for the
approximated control. Then

(11)

The left-hand side of (11) is a PWA function defined over the
mixed partition obtained by joining the simplicial partition of
and the irregular partition of . Thus, from Lemma 1, the
PWA constraints are fulfilled for all if and only if

(12)

By using a PWAS basis to represent , we have ,
so that (12) can be written as

(13)

where , , , is a PWAS
function that allows softening constraints (2e), (2f) further than
the softening induced by . Thus, should be ideally zero
everywhere. The elements of vector , that are the
coefficients of the PWAS slack function , are additional de-
cision variables. The reason for introducing on top of is
twofold. First, to compensate the need for possible extra soft-
ening due to the different PWA partitions over which the ap-
proximating function and the “optimal” slack are defined.
A one-dimensional example showing the need for such an extra
softening is depicted in Fig. 3: no PWAS function exists
such that , where and are PWA func-
tions defined over the same partition of . Second, the original
“optimal” softening induced by would be lost if only is
used to soften the constraints enough to find a feasible . Hence,
keeping both and allows introducing a minimal perturba-
tion from the optimal softening that guarantees feasibility of .

B. Constraints on the Approximate Controller: Local
Optimality

Assumption 1: The simplex is such that .

Since, as observed earlier, , a simplicial partition satis-
fying Assumption 1 can always be determined. Under Assump-
tion 1, the further set of constraints

(14)
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Fig. 3. PWA constraints in a one-dimensional case. The vertices of the simpli-
cial partition are denoted by empty circles, whereas the vertices of the irregular
partition are denoted by black dots.

imposes the optimality of around the origin. In particular,
since is linear in , the constraints in (14) impose that

(15)

which makes the approximate and exact MPC control laws
equal for small signals around the origin, a desirable condition
to inherit local stability and local frequency response properties
of the original MPC controller [36].
In order to meet the requirement of Assumption 1, the sim-

plicial partition must be fine enough. This fact may have impli-
cations on the complexity of the approximated controller. As a
partial solution, one may apply a change of coordinates to cope
with a slanting and flattened and/or resort to a non-uniform
simplicial partition (see [37]).

C. Constraints on the Approximate Controller: Invariance

The approximate control law is only defined over the se-
lected simplicial partition of . The set may be chosen arbi-
trarily large so that, for the set of initial conditions of in-
terest, the control law is always defined on the closed-loop tra-
jectory . Rather than looking for the subset of initial states
in for which , , we impose additional con-
straints on such that the state vector always remains within a
polyhedral invariant set con-
taining , that will be determined in Section V-B:

(16)

imposes that for all , the updated state
. Roughly speaking, constraints (16) should mainly affect the

resulting control law only towards the boundaries of .
Note that imposing invariance of instead of may be very
stringent, especially if is large and input constraints are tight.

D. Definition of the Approximation Functionals

The first functional is defined working in the infinite-dimen-
sional Hilbert space and using the metrics induced by the
usual inner product extended to vector functions

where is a weighting factor chosen in order to weight
the constraints violation due to the presence of the PWAS slack

function in (11). In particular, the second addend with
tends to make the PWAS slack function as close to zero as

possible. Considering that , reduces to a
cost function :

can be expressed as

(17)

where

...
...

. . .
...

...

is the square matrix of the inner products
between basis functions, , and is given by:

, .
The approximated control can be found by solving the QP

problem

(18a)

constraints (13), (14), (16) (18b)

The second functional is based on the usual metrics in

where as before. In this case, the approximated control
is given by the solution of the following LP problem:

(19a)

(19b)

constraints (13), (14), (16) (19c)

In both the QP (18) and LP (19) formulations, the simplicial
partition determines the approximation accuracy (i.e., the ’s),
since the number of vertices equals the number of basis func-
tions, and the location of the vertices influences the structure of
the PWAS function.
The resulting PWAS function is not affected by the choice

of the basis functions, because each basis spans .
However, the numerical complexity of problems (18) and (19)
is strongly affected by the basis choice. Indeed, by using the
-basis, the matrices of constraints (13) and (14) are sparse, as
well as matrix in (17) and constraints (19c), thus reducing
memory requirements and computational times.Moreover, once
the set of coefficients that represents the PWAS approximated
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control has been calculated, the implementation of by means
of linear interpolators is straightforward, since the coefficients
of the -basis represent the values of at the vertices of the
simplicial partition, as pointed out in Section III-A.
From now on, we will refer to the approximate controller
as

if
if

...
...

if
if ,

(20)

where , , , ,
and where we have added a backup gain outside , that will
be defined in Section V-B. Note that each linear gain , is
obtained by solving the linear system

... (21)

where, according to Section III-A, denotes a vertex of the
simplex , , .

E. Suboptimality Analysis

The control law (20) provides an approximation of the exact
MPC control law (5). The degree of approximation clearly de-
pends on the coarseness of the partitions in . In this section,
we aim at quantifying such a dependence.
For each region in (5), , denote by

the set of indices of the simplices
intersecting . Rather than computing LPs to determine the
elements of , for all , due to the regularity
of the simplicial partition one can restrict the number of LPs by
computing the bounding box of and only check intersec-
tions with the simplices whose bounding box intersects ,
an operation which only requires comparisons. It is immediate
to prove the following lemma.
Lemma 2: The maximum approximation error

(22)

is given by

where

for , , .

V. STABILITY ANALYSIS

As the proposed MPC approximation procedure does not im-
pose conditions for closed-loop stability, such properties must
be analyzed a posteriori.
As pointed out in [38], the intimate relationship between

closed-loop MPC systems and piecewise affine (PWA) dynam-
ical systems allows one use stability analysis tools developed
for hybrid systems for checking closed-loop stability proper-
ties of (explicit) MPC. Stability methods for PWA systems
based on piecewise quadratic Lyapunov functions and linear
matrix inequality relaxations [39], [40] were applied in [10]
for analyzing closed-loop stability of reduced-complexity
explicit MPC controllers. Piecewise linear Lyapunov functions
were considered in [40]–[42] for stability of PWA closed-loop
systems.
The approach taken in this paper for analyzing closed-loop

stability under the approximate MPC law (20) consists of
synthesizing 1) a piecewise linear (PWL) Lyapunov function
around the origin;3 2) a backup gain and the corresponding
polyhedral invariant set containing ; 3) a PWA Lyapunov
function on by solving an LP problem, tailored to the special
structure of controller (20) and exploiting the double descrip-
tion (hyperplane and vertex representations) of simplices ,
which is immediately available.

A. Inner -Contractive Set

In this section, we exploit contractive polyhedral sets and
Minkowski functions to synthesize a PWL Lyapunov function,
following ideas in the spirit of [43].
Definition 2: For a given , a set with

and is called a -contractive set for system
if for all , it holds that .4

A -contractive and finitely-generated polyhedral set can
be constructed as in [43], [44], or alternatively as suggested in
[45]. In [43] and [44], the maximal -contractive set con-
tained in a polyhedron is constructed recursively as

(23)
The following Lemmas 3 and 4 provide a constructive

method to synthesize such a PWL function for the local
closed-loop system , , based on a
connection with the theory of maximum output admissible sets
[46].
Lemma 3: The largest -contractive set contained in a

polytope , with , is the max-
imum output admissible invariant set for the linear closed-loop
system under the constraint

(24)

3In this paper, we use the term “PWL function” to indicate a PWA function
that is null at the origin.
4One can extend the definition to the case (contraction in the origin in

one step), and , in which case is called an invariant set.
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Proof: Since
, the sequence of sets

...

is such that , and therefore (23) and (24) are
equivalent, as .
Next Lemma 4 provides a constructive method to synthesize

a -contractive polyhedral set by determining an upperbound
to the number of steps in (24), and therefore to represent
as a polytope generated by a finite (possibly non-minimal)

number of hyperplanes.
Lemma 4: Consider the linear system and a

polytope with
, , and let such that its spectral

radius . Fix any scalar such that , and let
, , be the solution of the Lyapunov

equation

(25)

Let

(26a)

(26b)

and denote by the spectral radius of , , .
Then:
1) the sets and

are, respectively, the smallest
-contractive ellipsoidal set containing and the largest
-contractive ellipsoidal set contained in ;

2) the largest -contractive polyhedral set contained in
is finitely generated by at most linear

inequalities

(27)

where

(28)

and , .

Proof:
1) As , the linear system ,

, is asymptotically stable, so (25) admits a
solution . It is easy to prove that is
the smallest scalar and is the largest scalar such
that . Since , is a polyhe-

dron such that , and therefore .
We next prove -contractiveness of any ellipsoid

, . Take a generic
vector and set ; to prove that

we need to find a vector such
that . By (25) we get

, and hence , which proves in
particular -contractiveness of , .

2) Since , by [46] it follows that a finite integer
exists such that is finitely generated by the intersection
of half-spaces. As and by (25) it
follows that for any

(29)

Take any , which implies .
Then, for all , it follows by (29) that

for ,
that is . Note that in (28) is a well-defined
positive integer, as by (25) , which in turn implies

, or, equivalently, , so that
in (28) rounds the ratio of two negative numbers. By

(25) it immediately follows that is an invariant set for
, so that , . This

proves that (27) is an invariant set for , and,
as proved in Lemma 3, a -contractive set for .
Hence, (24) and (27) are equivalent definitions of .
By setting , , , Lemma 4 pro-

vides a constructive method to synthesize a -contractive set
contained in , for all . A possible choice for a con-
traction factor is for instance . A minimal hy-
perplane representation of is obtained by removing possible
further redundant inequalities, which can be done by solving the
following LP problems:

(30)

and removing all inequalities for which . We denote
by the resulting minimal repre-
sentation of , where , , . The
following lemma will be useful in the sequel (cf. [47, Theorem
3.3(d)].
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Fig. 4. Construction of the -contractive ellipsoidal set and polytopic set
.

Lemma 5: Let be a -contractive
invariant set for the linear system . Then, the
Minkowski function

if

...
...
...

if

is a PWL Lyapunov function.
Proof: Let , and define vector .

As , it follows that
, that is .

Since is -contractive, , that is

. This in turn im-
plies that , and hence that

, i.e.,
, or, equivalently, that

.

From now on we denote the subdomains of by
,

.

B. Outer -Contractive Polyhedral Set

We want to determine a polytopic -contractive set cov-
ering the given partition under a proper feedback gain .
For the closed-loop system , we first de-
rive an associated -contractive ellipsoid containing ,
and then determine a -contractive polyhedron containing
. The idea for determining is sketched in Fig. 4, and is based
on the following Lemma.
Lemma 6: Let be the optimizer of the following

semidefinite program

(31a)

(31b)

(31c)

such that is vertex of

(31d)

(31e)

where solves the semidefinite program

(32)

with , . Then ,
, and enjoy the following

properties:
1) , , is a Lyapunov function
for the feedback system such that

(33)

and is a -contractive ellipsoid containing for the
closed-loop system ;

2) the command input fulfils constraints (2d) for
all .

Proof: 1) By taking Schur complements, condition (31b)
implies , and hence im-
plies the stability condition (33) and the -contractiveness of
. Similarly, (31d) implies that , and hence
that . 2) Similarly to the method in [48], by setting

, the semidefinite program (32) determines
the largest ellipsoid cen-
tered in the origin and contained in the set of admissible inputs

[49, Ch. 8.4.2]. As constraint (31c)
enforces for all [48], it follows that

, .
The cost function (31c) aims at maximizing the volume of the

ellipsoid . Hard constraints (2e), (2f) for , are
not imposed in (31) to also maximize the size of .
Note that constraint (31d) may cause infeasibility of problem

(31) because the selected set is too large for the achievable do-
main of attraction of the posed constrained regulation problem.
In this case, one should revise the set of states for which
the simplicial PWA approximation is obtained by making
smaller.
Lemma 7: Let be the largest -contractive set contained

in the polytope

(34)

for the closed-loop system under input
constraints (2d), where is the bounding box of , and
is a fixed scalar. Then is a
polytopic -contractive set containing .

Proof: By applying Lemma 3 and Lemma 4 with re-
placed by , and replaced by the polytope , it follows that

is the largest -contractive polyhedral set contained in
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Fig. 5. Construction of the PWA decreasing function .

under the control law , with . By Lemma
6, is also -contractive under the same control law. Hence,

is a -contractive set. Since is the largest -con-
tractive set, it must contain , and therefore . As is a
bounded set, is also bounded.
Note that the scalar can be chosen arbitrarily large to max-

imize the size of . However, removing from (34)
(i.e., setting ) may result in a possibly unbounded set
. Although the following arguments may be extended to an

unbounded set by introducing unbounded simplices (using
extreme rays besides vertices), we prefer to enforce bounded-
ness of to simplify the exposition, and since anyway one is
interested in states inside , where the PWA approximation of
the original MPC controller is performed.

C. PWA Lyapunov Function

Given a simplicial partition , , we con-
struct next a PWA function such that

, for all , with . Let
be the normalized representation of

with , and let
, (see Fig. 5). Consider a

polyhedral partition of the nonconvex set into convex
polyhedral sets , , , in accor-
dance with [21, Theorem 3]:

(35)

for all , . Let be the number of
polytopes defined in (35) having a nonempty interior, and
split each further into simplices by Delaunay triangulation
[50]. Denote by , , , the resulting
simplices, .
Consider a polyhedral partition of given by the inter-

section of the simplicial partition and the regions ,
, , . Let be the number

of polytopes having a nonempty interior, and split each
further into simplices by Delaunay triangulation. Denote by

, , , the resulting simplices.

Clearly, . Denote by
the polyhedral representation of the box ,

, .
Similarly, consider a partition of into the polyhedral

cells

, . Then, split each fur-
ther into simplices by Delaunay triangulation and denote
by the collection of the resulting simplices

(see Fig. 5). Let be the total
number of generated simplices, , ,

, , ,
, so that . Let the function

be defined as

(36)

where and , , are coefficients
to be determined, and .
Note that is a singleton for all belonging to the interior
of one of the simplices ; the max operation in (36) allows
a unique definition of in case is on the boundary of
multiple simplices and for some

, , that is a discontinuity of the overall piecewise
affine mapping . Let be the vertex representation
of , . Denote by the set of indices

such that is reachable from (cf. [40]): an index

belongs to if the polytope
, is nonempty. Note that is the

subset of containing the states whose update maps
completely into , and obviously because
of the invariance condition (16). Let , denote
the vertices of .
The closed-loop state-update function under the approximate

MPC control law will be denoted as the following PWA
function

if

such that
if

if
.

(37)

Note that for since is linear
for , i.e., for , , and for

, i.e., for , .
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Lemma 8: Let be obtained by solving the following
LP feasibility test

(38a)

(38b)

(38c)

(38d)

for a fixed . Then the function in (36)
is such that

where .
Proof: Consider the set of the states such that

Let . By Lemma 5, we get

(39)

and therefore that
.

Let . Then for all , where
. Also, for all there

exists such that , i.e., ,
, . Condition (38a) implies that

Similarly, condition (38b) implies that

and by (38a), it also follows that

Because of invariance of , for all
, by (39) it also follows that

,
. Hence,

.
Note that (38b) is not explicitly enforced for

as and is -contractive.
Note also that the max in (36) could be eliminated (and the
above proof simplified) by imposing in (38) also the continuity
of on the common vertices of neighboring simplices; this
however would reduce the number of degrees of freedom in de-
termining function by (38).

D. Stability Result

Theorem 1: If problem (38) admits a feasible solution, then
the feedback control law (20) asymptotically stabilizes (1) with
domain of attraction , and , for all , for
all .

Proof: Invariance of is proved by -contractiveness of
under the backup control law , and by (16) when
under the control law . Hence, is defined at

all time instant , for any initial condition . By
Lemma 8, contracts by a factor at each step

. Then, there exists a time such that
, which implies . By -contractiveness

of , , , and for under the
control law . Note that is an equilibrium point,
as . As the origin is locally asymptotically
stable and all trajectories starting in converge to the origin,
the origin is also asymptotically stable in large, with domain of
attraction .

VI. NUMERICAL AND IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS

The proposed approximation method was tested on two dif-
ferent examples. The MPC controllers, their explicit representa-
tions, and (18) and (19), were solved in MATLAB using the Hy-
brid Toolbox [23], YALMIP [51], CVX [52], GLPK [53], and
the Optimization Toolbox of MATLAB. All computations were
performed on a 3-GHz Pentium 4 PC with 3.25 GB of RAM.
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In the examples both the optimal MPC PWA laws and the sub-
optimal PWAS laws were implemented on a Xilinx Spartan 3
FPGA (xc3s200) board. The PWA laws are implemented using
the architecture based on a binary search tree proposed in [25],
whereas the PWAS laws are realized by resorting to architec-
tures A and B in [19].
The performance measure

(40)

is used to compare the trajectories obtained by applying dif-
ferent control laws, where is a given initial condition
and and are the same as in (2a). Performance is compared
by evaluating the average of on a set of initial conditions
.

A. MIMO System

Consider the problem of regulating the discrete-time unstable
multivariable system

(41)

to the origin while minimizing (2a) with

and solving the Riccati equation associated with ,
in the presence of the hard constraint

on the inputs and the soft constraint
on both outputs; these cor-

respond to setting

in (2).
1) PWA and PWAS Laws: The resulting explicit MPC state

feedback is a PWA vector function defined over 52 parti-
tions. In problems (18) and (19) we set and

, obtaining two PWAS approximations in 21 s and 14
s, respectively. The maximum error in (22) between the ex-
plicit MPC control and its and approximations is 0.095
in both cases.
Fig. 6(a) shows the trajectories of the state variables of

the MIMO system (41), starting from the initial condition
under different control laws (exact MPC, -

and -PWAS approximations). Fig. 6(b) shows the input and
output signals of the controlled system. Starting from , the

Fig. 6. Trajectories of MIMO system (41) under different controls: MPC PWA
control (gray solid line), PWAS control (dashed line), and PWAS con-
trol (dotted line). (a) State trajectories. (b) Input signals and . (c) Output
signals and .

trajectories of the closed-loop system under the approximated
control step outside and are brought back inside by the
back-up control law . Since the back-up control law is not
derived as an approximation of the optimal control , the
trajectories follow very different paths outside . Note also that
because of (14), the exact and PWAS approximate control laws
coincide near the origin.
Table I shows the average performance measure of exact

MPC, obtained with starting from a set of 256 ini-
tial conditions uniformly distributed over , and its percentage
degradation when approximating the control law. The table re-
ports the values obtained by considering all the trajectories, only
the trajectories that never leave and the trajectories that have
at least one point outside . It is apparent that the main differ-
ences are due to the trajectories that leave , since outside the
backup gain is used to control the system.
2) Stability Analysis: Problem (38) was solved for the

and approximations with and . The re-
sulting Lyapunov functions, defined over the invariant polytope
are shown in Fig. 7.
3) Circuit Implementations of the Control Laws: The state

variables (circuit inputs) are coded with 12 bits words and the
PWAS controls are implemented with the digital architectures A
(smaller) and B (faster) proposed in [19]. For
by using architecture A the control move is calculated in 210
ns and 13% of slices is occupied. By using architecture B, it
takes 43 ns and 21% of occupied slices. If the optimal control
is implemented using the architecture based on a binary search
tree, the maximum and average times needed to evaluate the
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TABLE I
DEGRADATION OF AVERAGE PERFORMANCE MEASURE FOR SYSTEM (41)
WITH RESPECT TO EXACT MPC PERFORMANCE AND FOR DIFFERENT

COARSENESS OF THE SIMPLICIAL PARTITION. THE SYMBOL “ ” INDICATES
THE TRAJECTORIES THAT NEVER LEAVE , “ ” THE TRAJECTORIES

THAT INSTEAD EXIT , AND “ ” THE PERCENTAGE OF
TRAJECTORIES FULLY CONTAINED IN

Fig. 7. Lyapunov functions for system (41) under approximate MPC control.
Although not evident from the plot, continuity of is not enforced. (a)
PWAS control. (b) PWAS control.

TABLE II
CIRCUIT PERFORMANCE FOR SYSTEM (41) WITH RESPECT TO THE
COARSENESS OF THE SIMPLICIAL PARTITION

control are 486 ns and 383 ns, respectively, and the percentage
of occupied slices is 25%.
Table II shows the circuit performance with respect to the

coarseness of the simplicial partition, where the symbols A and
B refer to the chosen architectures. The data reported in Tables I
and II highlight that a finer partition provides a better approx-
imation, at the cost of a higher computational effort and of a
more complex circuit implementation.

B. Three-Dimensional System

Consider the system

(42)

Fig. 8. Input and output signals of system (42) under different controls: MPC
PWA control (gray solid lines), PWAS control (dashed lines), and
PWAS control (dotted lines).

We want to regulate the system to the origin while minimizing
the quadratic performance measure (2a) with

and equal to the solution of the Riccati equation associated
with , while fulfilling the hard constraints

and the soft constraints
, that map into the linear constraints

(2d), (2e), (2f) with

1) PWA and PWAS Laws: The resulting optimal explicit con-
trol is a PWA vector function defined over
454 partitions. By solving problems (18) and (19) with

and we obtained two PWAS con-
trol functions in 485 s and 273 s, respectively. The maximum
error in this case is 1.09 for the approximation, and 1.74
for the approximation. Fig. 8 shows the input and output
signals of system (42) obtained by applying the optimal MPC
law, its PWAS -approximation, and its PWAS -approx-
imation, starting from the initial condition

. Table III shows the average performance measure of exact
MPC, obtained with starting from a set of 4096 ini-
tial conditions uniformly distributed over , and its percentage
degradation under approximated MPC. Also in this case the
main differences are due to the trajectories that leave .
2) Stability Analysis: The linear programming problem (38)

was solved successfully for the and the approximations
with and , therefore certifying closed-loop
stability in both cases.
3) Circuit Implementations of the Control Laws: The state

variables (circuit inputs) are coded with 12 bits words and the
PWAS controls are implemented with the digital architectures A
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TABLE III
DEGRADATION OF AVERAGE PERFORMANCE MEASURE FOR SYSTEM (42)
WITH RESPECT TO EXACT MPC. “ ” INDICATES THE TRAJECTORIES THAT
NEVER LEAVE , “ ” THE TRAJECTORIES THAT EXIT , AND “ ”

THE PERCENTAGE OF TRAJECTORIES FULLY CONTAINED IN

and B proposed in [19]. By using architecture A, a control move
is calculated in 288 ns and 20% of slices is occupied. By using
architecture B, it takes 76 ns and 46% of slices are occupied.
In this case, the optimal control cannot be implemented on the
selected FPGA due to the complexity of the resulting circuit.
The above examples point out a fundamental aspect of PWAS

approximations: their circuit implementation does not depend
directly on the parameters of the MPC problem ( , , , ,
, , etc.) like the optimal solution, but the designer can set

their performances in terms of latency and area occupation by
changing the number of partitions along each dimension and
the numerical accuracy, looking for a tradeoff between accuracy
and circuit specifications.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper has proposed a novel approach to the approxi-
mation of MPC controllers using canonical PWA functions,
and provided techniques to prove their stabilization proper-
ties. Compared to other function approximation methods, the
resulting approximation can be implemented on chip in an
extremely fast way. The main limitation of the approach is the
“curse of dimensionality” due to the simplicial partitioning
of the set of states where the control law is approximated. A
way to mitigate this effect is currently under investigation by
looking at the construction of decentralized approximate MPC
solutions, each one defined in small dimensional spaces. Future
research will also address the extension of the ideas of this
paper to nonlinear and hybrid MPC settings, and to provide
robust stability certifications in the presence of uncertainties
affecting the system.
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